Dominant CTL-inducing epitopes on GAD65 are adjacent to or overlap with dominant Th-inducing epitopes.
Immune responses to GAD65 are associated with progression to T1D in NOD mice and humans. Our previous data suggested that dominant CTL-inducing and Th-inducing determinants might preferentially occur in proximal GAD65 sequences. Using a panel of 192 GAD65 peptides we discovered that four of the eight CTL-inducing peptides, including those most biologically relevant, were proximal to previously described I-A(g7)-restricted determinants that characterize natural islet autoimmunity in NOD mice. The CTL determinants 546-554 and 88-98 were presented by GAD65-expressing cells and were displayed on pancreatic LNC, along with 268-278, following beta cell damage. p546-554-specific CTL were detectable in young naive mice and transferred significant islet inflammation into NOD.scid mice. These findings demonstrate that unique regions of GAD65 may be favored during antigen processing, such that diverse dominant epitopes are produced from overlapping sequences, which can engage distinct T cell subsets. Additionally, cross-presentation may enhance GAD65-specific CTL responses in T1D.